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CREATIVITY, AND THE SAMOAN STUDENT

.
-.. . .

Ins i e of the importance of creativity avowed by

tkhilosophe over the 4feAturies, this aspect of human
.. . .,

functioning has only recently peg= to,be-considered
*

. 1 0 Is

worthy of tDncetrated study by psOchologists.. lls Torrance
'- . ,

i

,4
J

has indicated in his survey of the psychological.liter-

ature of creativity, the topic received mention 'as early ,

as 1898, bpt only within the past decade has attention

been anything, other than sporadic.
1

Singer mentioned the possibility rof/- investigating
0,

the psychological consequences of the various cultural

changes which people in other cultures experience as a

result of contact with western civilization. The vast

majority of individuals in every society were so plastic

,

as to forwthe mould for that society's culture e n.

Many writers included in4itheir work an attempt to

define creativity: In a review of these, Rhodes suggested

that out of over fifty definitions that he colletecr, he

could differentiate four classifications of,meanings in

terms of (1) person,' (2) process, (3) press (interaction
o

between human beings and their environment), and (4)

4
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,
products at- enibodiments r7f ideas.

.
.Somewhat of a cOmbination of thegp elements is embodied

o

in toe definition taken. from Stein and deed in this -paper.

That is, creativity is a process of sensing gaps, calling

attention to these gaps °andfinding ei,means' of effecting'

closure. .The process involves a1 ternative hypottlesis.making

and testing, and results In' an end product which is a novel

V

work accepted -as tenable or useful or sa)tisfying bg 'a group
L..

at some time..4
c1

1
. . .

-'. Novelty is, in the sense,. that the creative. product
0 . . /

'did not exist previously in precisely the same form. It
0 ,

C6 ° arises from an integration of already existing materials

or knowledge, but when it is completed it contains' elements

that are new. The extent to which a work is.novel doperxis

on the extent to iwhich it deviates from the traditional or

the status qud.5
0

Mead characterized the cultare of Samoa as rigid,

demanding of conforMity and resistant to .° change.6 This

relative stability combined with the aspects peculiarto

the culture presents a problem worth investigating if the

youths of American Samoa are to be guided with the (

Z.
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development of- their creative

tent is Mulbea's bel4ef that

-3 -

c.

.

,

thinking abilities. Doubly impar-

the ability of a culture to sur-
,

vive depends upon its Tressureagaingt the creative aL4ity

of its members. ?

II 0

In any hudian society at any time and place and atcany,stage

same averageof cultural development there is presumably the

o

percentarge of potentially creative individuals. To give a.

fair chanaeto the cultivation of this potentially creative

port4oi is a matter of life and Oath for arty society. The

Creator has withheld_from Man the shark's teeth, the bird's

wlyngs, the elephant's trunk, and houhd's or horse's racing

feet* The creative power.planted in a minority of mankind

has tb do duty for all,the marvelous physical asSetseiliat

are built into every speaimen of Man4s non - human fellow
0

creatures. If society fails to fosieig this potential creative
J

urge posses by its minority or stubbornly stifling it, Man is

losing his, birthright of, being the lord ofscreatiop and is
gaining in grounds to be the least effective species on the

face of the earth:8

Razik reporting on Torrance's btudy pointed out that cul-

tural factors strongly influencing this process of ending gaps,

finding a means of effecting closure, formulating hypotheses

. 00005
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to eventually produce a novel product. He also stated that

it was possible for teachers; educational methods and materials,

and parents to make real differences'in'the creative develop-

ment of.children.9

Musson and Kagan confirmed in their study with a gltwy

of conformists and independents that extreme conformity and
,.0

submissiveness were traced back to peoplewith overly rigid

'and extremely pupltive parents. People who were conceived

to be independent in their behavior had parents with less

severe parental discipline.
10

Working with a group of college senior girls, a, group

of research scientists and -a group of architects Crutchfield':

concluded that a group of girls selected on the basis is--

P
conformity scored low on test of creativity; a group of

. . .
0

.

research scientists who were less highly rated on originality

scored high on 'conformity; and there was a t ndency for a group

of architects with low creativity to score igh on conformity

and those with high creativity'to score 19w conformity.
11

Cattell and Butcher credited the novelwork of citizens

who are more willing to take calculated and long-range risks;

and are willing to test limits to societies with flexibly

,;"
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0

minded citizens,' who are able to develop creative and s

aonstructive soltitions to problems of government, can
)

q

P

expedt to progress by peaceful exolution instead of

staggering through ..retioluticfns .12
O

t

is certaftnly not lo minimize the influence
. . , -

of human basic needs and neotivation. Quite often iii

the past, differences in political outlook 6omid easily

he compromised through some novel discovery had the

S

physiaal, einotional cope social 'needs not fully and satis-

tendency to step Of the beaten ti-ack." not stifled. by

factory met. This assumption perhaps substantially

O

supported by conflicts g up in lessen developed :. 2,-.\ flaring

countries..

The greater the pressure conform, no matter what

the source, the Apier individuals who can preservetheii

functioning on their highest level. In fact, the

suppressing effect or eieCnal evaluation is responsible,
kfrsofor the denial to the creative e-persOn of the goppbrtunity

.

td the right to be himself aneopento the' world; free'
.

to choose and select from the vantage point of his own
s A t

I.

°COW,
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.
talents, and resources-in terms of the perion

t ,
h& is. Free enough anal," encourageous. enough to cOnfirin,

the fitting and deny the nonfitting. It is of utmost-

neceksity that the student frees himself from nagging

anxieties and fear of punishment for having (bought of;
ideas different from those the patents of teachers have.

A 'student without such freedom Can,,-hardly be creative.13

Although freedot from anxie,ties and fear is of
g -

utznovt.neCessity, the.ohild still will not be freed from
,. g ,

strains and stresses of his environment. Maslowt's theory- .. .
.

of basic human needs engage the child in a constant strEtre
. . ,-

for the essentials .of licreing *and at the 'time involve
I

tin.a continuous struggle to maintain himsel in the company

of hi.1 Peers.14

This theory emphasizes creativity In terms of complete
. 1. .

character integration. It is the abi,./ity to transform ideas

into reality:----the resui4 of which Is self-actualization-in

the masloVian sense. For example, it is quite difficult for

a child to grasp the full strength of intellectual concepts

if he is hungrY; neglected, or has othero primitive needs

unfulfilled. Thus, while it is incumbent upon the 'Child

° 00,008
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.

tcr.develop emergent ,synthesizing` it "is, simul-

.
,. -

tneously, incumbent'upon society to see that his prior

needs are satiated to the extent that he can .devote his

-energies to intellectual tasks.-- Simply?-the child who

is hungry is too concetned,yith his hunger to learn.

Gpilfbrd found in his study that authority prevents

'crea dvity and that the,bbwwh6 was close to his mother

. and.the.girl who was close to.her father at about age"'

fOlito.seven are both.iikelyto be more creative
,P

In his.psychoanalyikicestmiu,.--,, Freud -analyzed that

.
, . ,

... . .

the forces motivating the creative personp are the same

- forces that drive others to neurosis.16 'Only, the

o'

creative'person-is reality oriented while the neurotic

person'is rantansy (non-reality) oriented. 'That creative

thoughts derive from elaboration of free rising fantasies

and ideaS related to day dreaming and childhood play.

Creativity, therefore; has its origin in conflict at the

subconscious mind where there exists a state of consent

inbalance tension-release, tension-release of pent -up--

0
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emotions, and restlespnesp. jechaOhtel calls this. "the

person's struggle to either open to outside forces or
O

shut off insi=de;" while l5arksberry, calls it the period

of incubation or mullin over that results in the flashI
of insight and elabor iori. .That, is, if the environment

were conducive'to th development of this reality, :If

A' it were not, then, /the obvious,rdsult,would'be disad-'

trously suppressio of the individual's urge to be himself,
. ,

thus, detrimepting his Creative effOrts.
. . .

In a'aense these strivings may place the Child in
0 1

a stage of-constant inbalance and thus nurtur.66' that

inner tension-release conflict conducive' for the concep-

'tio of creativity; or, on the contrary as Henry
17

conceived this conflict to be a reason for the child )

to.abandon all tendencies -to-heterogeneuous behakior

becoming a priboner of that which was to set him fre:

Unhampered by prejudices, unv(xed by too early

conditioning to any one standard, he must come clear-eyed

to the hoices which lie before Aim. For upon him and

iipqn hi alone lies the burden of choice. An even more

1.)
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importantly, continued Mead,
18

this child of the futte

must have an open mind if.he is to function creatively.

0

That'is, nourishing a full and rich storehouse of experi-
.

..,

ences and khowledge upon' which he draws, from in time d

his mental discipline; incubate over this, during the

\

period of"reintegration when he deeply and vivaciously

,-interact wish that which temporari.6 taken over..his

total existence until such moment When he should v'i'ctor- ''

.iously emerge- with great jtibilation saying "A HA!," and

then, followed by the desire,to "shine to "the darknesl."

His, joy. in communicating to others what he created and
. ,

. .

a more joy in-the acceptance by others of his novel product.
- - -

-,..

& ,

As we said earlier, it takes more than an open mind for
%.

aerson to go through this entire process. He needs to

. I

be divergent in his thinking; he needs to be alone in

privacy; he needs to be independent and inneeds time
.

above everything else. 18-
'' .,. .

Stein hypothesiked that'the extent to which a variety
, .

.

of creative products are. evalopod depends on the extent

0

.*
. ),

, , ,
i

to which cultural influences permit the development of
. .. le

,
\

G

p
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both freedaim between the individual and his environment

oa
N.

,
and freedom within the individual; and, on the extent

to which_ the culture encourages diversity and tolerates..

.

the seeming ambiguity that.sudh diversity suggests. It °

7'

is'only obvious that the imbetus of-progress in any
0

society is the degree of freedom'the minority of- "-

creative pebple has obtained to deviate from that which

is...traditonaiN-and generally accepted.-2°

r

A fundamental committment df the educational prograk f

t- of, American Samoa is to prepqre each individual. for a

personally satisfying and socially useful life-wherever

he chooses to live. The task is inordinately difficult,

io say the least,and perhaps impossible of attainment:.
...

Inherent in this colmittment is the obligation to preserve
4W-.

. the cultural heritage and foster the eqonopdc well-being "

of American Samoa.
21

.

The need to educate le Samoan youngsters, toA
consistent with the expressed philosophy of the Samoan

system of education presents a diphotothy. The difficulty

omit



in achieving such goals is,olapifested.by the fact that a
.

qoungster Pfirst be educat
6

Samoa and seg6ndly, if not. simultaneously, educated to be

to. be ap/e.to Jive in

able to live elsewhere in the world. The former is converg6nt
. .

oriented and the latter is diirergent Oribnted.

Barry and Wolf distinctly pointed out the problem
0

A

Inherent in bicultural program of education'in-that the.-

'individual had already engaged in the process of inter-

nalized learnings and had therefore become a full-fledged

socialized member of his community by the time he entered

schoo1.
22

In, samoa, the family members ate expected to' be

polite,:kind, and generous to each other. Private worlds

are almost nonexistent. He lives in the house with no

walls, in the village composed of the equally open houses

of members of his family. Sharing of cooking and, eating

utensils in a village is common, and what is owned by

one is looked upon as common prdperty. The constant mingling

of people which communal life involves and the enormous

amount of leisurpil,time available in which to devise

"proper" ways of meeting any situations which might

On 01.3
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arilie in day-to-day existence combine to give rise to the

ceremony and conformity demanded of the Samoan. The presenta-

tlon of food, placement of individuals at meals, height of

the house, number beams in the ceiling, food distribution,

time of eating, etc.; are a211 rigidly systematized and must

be followed.

.

Relatives from all the surrounding households play

a role in children's lives. Any older relative has the

right to demand services, critize, punish, or interfere

in a younger or smaller person's affairs.` Punishment is

bound up with age. Most, often it is the next myest child

2, who is punished for the misdemeanors of the younger one,

-because he has responsibility for the younger siblings.

Mead felt that the general-casualness sharing of

all possessions, and ease of life have contributed to the

extreme lack of affective expression in Samoan life. To

this 'might also be added the danger to the culture which

friction and animosity would threaEen and the consequent
fl

need to keep emotions under control,, or to handle them

O



a

a

quickly when they are once aroused. Whatever the reasons,

they love quickly, hate qui kly, epent readilj, and seem

genuinely sorry for the wrongs they ae committed even
o

though they did them just a few minutes before, and even

though they will probably do thesamefthing again soon.

Although the overall culturi allows little divergency,

certain areas offer an :element of freedom from control.

Songs are made up on the spursofthe moment.,individuals

vie with ,6ach other for the privilege of.singing their
.4

song and the usual result is that all artists have a--

chance to demonstrate their talents. Na one is too young

or too old to participate, and,those P.4110 are unable to

dance usually clown or pantomime."

Tarrance's'paper pn discontinuities in a culture as

factors an the growth of creative thinking abilities forms

a convenient rubric for considering-11°th the bOta/ and the

sub-cultures in Samoa. His assumption is that a lack of

discontinuitieS, or a smoothness of transition 'from one

stage of life to the next, is conducive to an even growth
1

0
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of creative abilities. A revision of behavior as one

abruptly assumes another role is hypothesized 0 have

a detrimental effect.24

The. Samoan culture in general has ra/ati ly few

. ,

discointinuities. Roles are assumed at birth and rarely-

changethroughout life. Learning of how on must respond

to his sexual role is consistent. Likewise, his obedience

iOltheiSehigheriaauthoritY,andhis,pow over those'

slightly smaller or younger is cpwistent throizghoUt his

'life. 'There is no.umine-yours" ichotomy in the Samoan
0

culture. One never finds an isOlated,fandly starving

or feasting in a village; all iire.doing and sharing the

same thing. Similarly, no "aloe..together"Or privacy

°discontinuity exists. In factp no privacy, exists at all.

However, one major source of discontinuity has
tr

entered the culture; the imPdctof another culture.- The
d

aindividual plays a role depending upon his major" identifi

cation at,the moment: When aoSamoan student takes his
o 4

place at a desk in a "palagi" (Waite man) school, he must

play by the palagirs ,rules. Disconiinyities creep in.25

r IF

V
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The Samoan culture could be characterized as follow:

First, the culture provides no conditions for breaking

.

away from the traditional pattern. There is a,great

lack of stimulation which might produce changes, and

pressureOrought to bear when any small tendency to

change appears. Mead Observed that the Samoan people

"watch without boredom, night after night/ performances

that seem to the 'foreign eye pleasant but extraerdinarg

.repetitive and tedious.", Secondly,. the Samoan culture

7

tends to reject discontinuities. AnyatteMptslat change

madenky, someone oqpide the,culture typically fails.

Very slight changes may be incoreporated into the culture,

but anything extreme,is not assimilated. The measure to

eleatrt a Samoan ,,Governor would have been a source of,

discontinuity. It was defeated three times at the public

Young educated samoans are often rebuked by the
5

older leaders feteespeqking their minds on issues contra-
\

dieting samoan latural values. One particular indiii-.

dual was to d harshly by a samoan chief to wear his



shoes and go back to the land where he was educated; that

his views were not tolerated in Samoa. Any attempt by the

young eduOsied Samoansvto,express their views on public

issues of culturaA nature is rowned upon and sneered at

by the oldgr chiefs. The ra onale for this attitude is

that younger people iird s ek the counsel of the more

established and seasoned Samdan chiefs for theyknow more

about,the ways of the Samoans.ti Submidsion,to,authority

valued by the Samoans at all age levels..
Ail 0

'As a result of is attitude,,the culture'has changed

ilttie in the past few centuries. The assumption is.that

the ;impact of anotper.culture brings with it a source of

stimulations', and an influx of ideas, thus introducing

gaps Of discontinuities which consequently /dyer the level

of creative thinking'ab ties.t'

P

Keesing's assessment of the early point of contact of

the western And polynesian cultures is still` not to far-

fetched by our present Standards., Mare ihaltwenty years

ago he assessed that

6 . where two groups conbierned have fbund t t

each.others usagei and values meeton,some
e,

0041.8
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common ground of Aderstanding and utility, their
relations have been on the; whole more-congenial
and mat6a/ adjustments easier. than where there is
little cultural meeting-ground . .-. The aristo-
cratic principle and extended family syptem typical
of Polynsia . . . would have been particularly
congenial to thekearlier,comers because of ,their
similarity to EurOpean institutions.26 '

Mead, on the grassroot level, advocated' that the Samoin

family, and rearing of children etas almost, if-not completely,
L

different from that of the Western cultures. ,The organize-
- 0

.

do of the Sampan hoUsehOld.elindnated atone stroke,, in

a/ArOst all cases, ,many of the special situations which were
A

belieried productive-of undesirable emotional sets. The

close relationship between parent and child, which has such

a decisive influence upon so many in other civilization, that

submission to the parent or defiance of the parent may become

dominant pattern of a lifetime, was not found in Samoa. The

absence of a real father-mother dichotomy was due to the

losely. structured household where there were half a dozen

or more adults all constituted authority to the child.
a

66019
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Mead, also, observed that the Samoan education

(internalfs tion) which resbzltert in.different attitudes

was the plea of work and ptay In
.
the children's livee.

if

)Samoan childr f`rm the time they were four or five years

old performed finite tasks, graded .t.o)their strength,

4

and intelligence, but still tasks which had a.mesning in

the structure of the .whole society. ,This meant Oat they

czl, fell right into the "rut". ttle tilne they were able to.
, . .

CorifOrmity at home is only
- second to that which they

Gfind When they enter school. In school they learn-to

recite, memorize, and follow along with the group The

extent to cihi,ch a`child confcirm .to the expectatipns of

the teachers dictate his position in the cla4s and
3

knowledge of the materials studie d. ,The "unfortunates"

who through inner-directedness,and open-mindedness' quite

often find themselves punished severely to 914, point di

chronic absentees.

Inhbvatian among the youngis agOcial sin, reported

Keesing. If a child fail s' to cook the meal or '` the
,A

00020
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grass according to,
. 4

expect punishment.

.

the establiShed

If he is given

b
O t

r.

4-, -)

pattern, he can inevitably
4

an order, he is expected

o °

to carry it out too ,the letter of the instructions. For
F ,

to

examplet a twelve-,(ye Jan
;

American teacher with a gift of_ food. Tie teacher was

ir--asleeP when thechild-first began knocking and decided to

..ignore the interruption and continue his reap. Fifteen

Minutes later the teacher,aWoke to discover that the AnOcking

a

was as steady as befoie. By the time he woke fully dressed,
.1

and answered the doorc'he-estimated.that thechild'has been

knockingjeteadily or more than one, half hour. The child

had been told to deliVer thelOod and was so.accustomerit6

a obeying orders automatically that he could think of no

alternative.
Ist

-

Th4re is undoubtedly, a criminal injustice that exists.

in our schools -and curricula which are mostly oriented

toward conformity and convergent thinking. 'There has been

very little that exists

The traditional process

schools is very.harmful

for creativity and divergent thinking.

of socializat4m inherent in

to the development of Creativity.

p0021. a
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It produces'nesses of "non- entities," the "good" controlled

citizen. In this setting, the creative child learns' to
,

bring his observq behavior to the norms and expectations.

of the PeoPle around hpne He does not eridionte forbidden
. .

inclinations, betAtains their manisfestations. Supporting
1 V. 4

his own self image'ebOtiOnally, radically and evangeticflly

selfr_defeating may eventually overtake his sole existence

to-the point where he is estranged And alienated from the
o

company of his peers. This student will eventually repel..

against the school establishment and is quite susceptible
.

,

to dropping out of schobl, to seek. his "freedone.somewhere

else: Students who drop out of school usually drop into

som6thing else.

lelacDonald revealed that a significant number Of high

school Seniors considered themselves alcoiol drinkers. 27

4

The concern here is simply that a good portion of the

Seventy percent (70%) of creative childrqn not deteCted

by our intelligence tests may drop out of schooll'into

alcohelism.and other drug consumers. This dropping outs

of sphool into drug abuse is\flidly taking its toll in
o

o.
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American Samoa. 4.

At this time when the process of education is

chatacterized by technology both as means and ends,

syndromes, bandwagons and innovations tor,the sake of

technology all contribute a, sort of rigidity that

,interferes with mental activities ,effecting creativity

in the classroom.. The prss of sobialization it-

self and its traditionalism also threbntens creativity.

It .s crucially .important for the classroom

teachers', counselors and school administrators to watch

for syfoptons of creativity'and.be highly se4sitive to

the needs of these children. Authorities in the field

of creat ity have discovered these traits 'to be

charactetistics.of a typical creative child. This child

is significantly.intehigent; he2is quite doiinant and

very adventuresome; he is emotionally sensitive ---
a

easily goes to extremes -7 far right, far left or far

outs he does not seem to need others - he is a ner

and usually independent; hp has a high tension level-

0 -

11,

a
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prone to pervous breakdown and teng, to be up-tight-wail,
O

the tiara; he is kss subject to standards and group
4

norms; he is highly fluent verbally; 'he dislikes details

alwayscoricerns about the whole issue. andloves to put

things back to order; he is a bold introvert; he is

often judged as irtesparisible but in reality h

quite responsible. He has a reputation for wild or

"silly" ideas; his high pros irctivity reCord is often

"off the beaten" tract; among everything', else; humor

and playfulness mark his presence and is always funny .

and pleasant to have around.28

In order to honestly educate this segment of oar:.
s .

student population, we need tohave. In our classroOMS...

teachers who are able to, first,

meet their needs. IWe Must, also,

of 'education, means and ends( and

toward `the very important process

is not farfetched to say that our

undergoing change and new sets of

4)24

identify' them nd,
1

search Otir` philoSophy

general attitudes`

of acculturizatiap., It

old value sygteni 4

values .are rapidly



it

O

°

emerging. In era of .Blending of cultures, it is
0

vitally important for the classroom teacher to) achieve

a Measure of sophistication in the performance of his
J..

. .

job. Maximum productivity cannot be attained umlleSs.
t

teachers are doing those things 'in which they have

greatest competency. In teabhing, students should be

_encouraged to look, for differences adTwell as similar ties

both in their own behavior and attitudes and
P
in the

9

behavlWand attitudes of others. A poem, for example,
=

Would produce certain effects'in one student; several

other reactions in another; and no reaCtions at all
. N

in a third student. This type of multidimensiohal

teaching will provide the necees'Ary avenue for, the

r pid development of, potential creative abilities in

children,

Strict adherence to one method, the tightly -structured

plan and the rigidity of most innovative programs all
4

conLbute'to blocking the process of sensing gaps and

.)
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effecting means of closure. The.idealOteadhei should

be an ecclectic pragmatist who changes and adjusts

A

to the tone of his classroom and the notes of the

Individuals, in his classroom.

Before one declares the impossibility of the tits)c

of developing the creative potential of the Samoan

students, one is, fortunately, enceuraged.by Keesing

who, many years ago, declared the possibility and

achievements of the So Pacific peoples

(Social, Scientists and practical workers'Alike
are beginning to realize what great gulfs lie
between many cultures, some of which have been
moving along divergent lines for millennia. To

.bridge them at all fundamentally and comprehensively
presents,a tremendous educational task. It should
require more than one generation, at the very least.
This is especially true where Western and primitive
cultures ame4involved, as they are oriented so
differently. The task, however, must not be oriented
as impossible, even if so difficult. An increasing
numbers of individuals from South. Sea groups have
already demonstrated that it can be done; indeed,
some have shop byoutstanding creative work their
ability to lisethe materials of civilization brilliantly,
and several with outstanding genius.29
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Despite the impact of cultural pressures, psycho:-

logical stress and strains; adherance to traditions

and status quo; eduCational bandwagons and syndromes;

Keesing still believes that the task is quite possible

of attainment.

It is creativity that took the United States to

the moon and back. It is creativity that will soon

reveal the), secrecy of the hUman genes and its wo7der;

and ,it is, certainly, creativity that is needed

bring American Samoa and the rest of its, South Pacific

neighbors to the scheme of things and out of the

status quo.

Consistent evidence indicates the plight of the-
,

Samoan student in regard to developuv his potentials

in creative thinking abilities. His own fa/dig works

against him ; his community; he schCol; the peer group

and even the views of himself all contribute to suppress

his. native creative abilities,

J

00027
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TO answer the challenge of .his bion/tura/ settings

and peer group, the school must gang up with timein

order to transfopn the imbedded. conformity and conver-
/)`

genre to useful independence and divergence.

00026
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